ОКИСЛЕНИЕ ВОДОРАСТВОРЕННЫХ ХЕЛАТОВ ЖЕЛЕЗА (III)-КСИЛЕНОЛОВОГО ОРАНЖЕВОГО ПЕРОКСИДОМ ВОДОРОДА: КОНЦЕПЦИЯ ГЕНЕРИРОВАНИЯ АТОМОВ СИНГЛЕТНОГО КИСЛОРОДА ИЗ ПЕРОКСИДА ВОДОРОДА
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Описанная впервые наблюдаемая реакция окисления пероксидом водорода водорастворённых хелатных комплексов индикатора ксиленолового оранжевого с ионами трёхвалентного железа. Реакция сопровождается обесцвечиванием фиолетового водного раствора комплексов (максимум поглощения 575 нм). Исходя из общеизвестных представлений, реакция представляет собой процесс цепного свободнорадикального окисления молекул индикатора в водном растворе. Однако, в результате исследования продукта (обесцвеченного раствора) методом спектроскопии протонного ядерного магнитного резонанса была обнаружена модифицированная, но не разрушенная структура, углеводородный скелет которой в значительной степени сохранился в сравнении с исходным строением. Мы пришли к заключению, что в системе произошла не цепная свободнорадикальная деструкция индикатора, а его окисительная функционализация пероксидом водорода. В качестве ступеней процесса аргументированы N-окисление, элимирование по Коуну и несколько изомеризаций с вероятной олигомеризацией первичных продуктов. Возникла необходимость объяснения механизма взаимодействия ионов трёхвалентного железа с молекулами пероксида водорода и обоснования природы промежуточных активных форм кислорода. Генерирование ионом железа (III) гидропероксилированного радикала НО₃⁺ из Н₂О₂ исключается по электронно-мagnитным критериям. Анализ литературы данных позволил выявить сходство железо (III)-катализируемого гидропероксилирования ксиленолового оранжевого с пероксидазно-катализируемыми биохимическими реакциями окислительной функционализации органических субстратов. Ферментативные реакции интерпретируются через генерирование четырёхвалентной формы железа. Проведён углубленный литературный анализ и моделирование молекулярно-орбитальных переходов, мы предположили другую схему взаимодействия в системе Fe³⁺/H₂O₂, а именно, цвитель-инициацию пероксида водорода (изомеризацию в молекулу оксиды H₂O²⁺) с последующим внутримолекулярным диспропорционированием оксидов, генерирующим молекулу воды и атом синглетного кислорода O(↑↓↑↓∥↓↓) или 0(↑↑∥↑↑∥↓↓). При этом кон конца, наиболее вероятно, не меняет степень окисления в ходе реакции и остаётся трёхвалентным. Окислительная функционализация органических субстратов пероксидом водорода в присутствии катализаторов на основе трёхвалентного железа предполагает перспективным подходом в органическом синтезе. При этом использование органических лигандов как компонентов железа (III)-содержащих катализаторов (применение хелатов в качестве катализаторов) лимитируется, так как требует избегания самокисления комплексов применением лигандов, устойчивых к окислению. С другой стороны,
Oxidation of ferric xylenol orange chelates by hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution: conception of oxygen singlet atoms generation from hydrogen peroxide
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We observed for the first time the reaction of oxidation of ferric xylenol orange chelates by hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution. The reaction is accompanied with decoloration of the violet aqueous solution. Based on generally accepted conception, there is a process of free radical chain oxidation of indicator molecule in the solution. However, after investigating the final colorless solution by 1H NMR-spectroscopy we found the modified but not broken structure in which the initial hydrocarbon core remained mainly unchanged. We concluded that kind of reaction was an oxyfunctionalization by hydrogen peroxide versus free radical chain destruction. We argued steps of the reaction such as N-oxidation, Cope’s elimination, and certain rearrangements with possible products oligomerization. There was a need to explain the mechanism of interaction between the ferric iron ion and the hydrogen peroxide molecule and to argue the nature of intermediate reactive oxygen species. There is similarity between the ferric-catalyzed hydroperoxide xylenol orange oxidation and the peroxygenase-catalyzed biochemical oxyfunctionalization reactions. However, based on literature data and molecular orbital modeling, we proposed another mechanism of interaction between the ferric iron ion and the hydrogen peroxide molecule instead the tetravalent iron generation. Concretely, we proposed the hydrogen peroxide zwitter-ionization (isomerization to oxywater molecule) and subsequent intramolecular disproportionation with generation of a water molecule and a singlet oxygen atom as a reactive oxygen species. In this view, the iron ion oxidation state is unchanged during the reaction and remains ferric. An oxyfunctionalization of any organic substrate by hydrogen peroxide in the presence of ferric iron ions is promising approach in organic synthesis. However, the usage of organic ligands for ferric iron ions as components of catalysts is limited and requires only non-oxidizable compounds. On the other hand, one can choose an oxidation substrate as a ligand for ferric iron ions that is the formation of chelate complex of ferric catalyst with an organic substrate.
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INTRODUCTION

The xylene orange indicator ability to ferric iron ions chelation with violet coloration of solution is known to use in FOX-method (ferrous oxidation in xylene orange) for measurement of hydroperoxides [1,2]. We observed for the first time the reaction of oxidation of ferric xylene orange chelates by hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution. The reaction is accompanied with decoloration of solution. The purpose of our study was to investigate the oxidation mechanism. Based on the experimental results and the literature date accompanied with molecular orbital modeling, we argued for a new conception of ferric iron ion interaction with hydrogen peroxide molecule.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals: Xylene Orange disodium salt (Sigma-Aldrich), ferric chloride, hydrogen peroxide, distilled water. Equipment: Spectrophotometer SF-56 (Russia), NMR-Spectrometer Bruker Avance III HD.

RESULTS

The xylene orange aqueous solution 5·10^-5 mol/l has a yellow color and absorbs visible light with $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 430$ nm (Fig. 1, spectrum 1). When equimolar amount of iron (III) chloride added, the violet color $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 575$ nm is appeared (Fig. 1, spectrum 2). The violet color is stable for many months. When hydrogen peroxide added, the decoloration of solution occurs very quickly within a few minutes (Fig. 1, spectra 3-5).

We examined the structure of reaction products by $^1$H NMR-spectroscopy with water spectrum suppression: the specific triphenylmethane fragment, methylene and methyl groups were reliably identified (Fig. 3).

The monitoring in kinetic mode revealed a direct correlation between the reaction rate and the hydrogen peroxide concentration in solution (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of xylene orange aqueous solution (1), ferric indicator chelates solution (2), and decoloration of chelates solution by H$_2$O$_2$ (3-5).

Fig. 2. The monitoring of decoloration rate ($\lambda=575$ nm) at different hydrogen peroxide concentrations (mmol/l) in solution: 1 – 0.25 (5:1), 2 – 0.50 (10:1), 3 – 1.00 (20:1), 4 – 2.50 (50:1), 5 – 5.00 (100:1). The ratio in brackets means «H$_2$O$_2$:chelate» (the chelate concentration is 0.05 mmol/l).

We examined the structure of reaction products by $^1$H NMR-spectroscopy with water spectrum suppression: the specific triphenylmethane fragment, methyl and methyl groups were reliably identified (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The $^1$H NMR-spectrum of colorless solution after the oxidation with identification of product structure fragments: 1 – methyl group, 2 – methylene groups, 3 – aromatic fragment with triphenylmethane nucleus.

Fig. 3. Спектр протонного магнитного резонанса обесцвеченного в результате окисления раствора с идентификацией структурных фрагментов продуктов: метильная группа (1), метилиевые группы (2), ароматический фрагмент с трифенилметановым ядром (3).
DISCUSSION

The chelation of ferric ions by xylenol orange occurs, most likely, with participation of carboxylate, phenolate groups and tertiary nitrogen atoms with unshared pairs of electrons. Based on generally accepted conception [3,4], the interaction of ferric iron ion with hydrogen peroxide molecule occurs as one-electron redox reaction in which the ferric ion is an oxidant:

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{HO}_2^+ + \text{H}^+ \quad (1)$$

The reduction of iron to ferrous leads to a classical Fenton reaction:

$$\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{HO}_2^- + \text{H}^- \quad (2)$$

Thus, the cyclic alternation of iron oxidation state determines a free radical chain oxidation by generation of hydroperoxyl (Equation 1) and hydroxyl (Equation 2) free radicals:

$$2\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \Rightarrow \text{HO}_2^+ + \text{HO}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (3)$$

However, there are two arguments against such interpretation. First, our results revealed that the initial hydrocarbon core of organic molecule remained mainly unchanged. This is in contradiction with free radical chain oxidation, which usually results in complete decomposition of all organic compounds to carbon dioxide and water [4]. Second, when comparing the values of standard electrode potentials [5,6], one can conclude that the iron ion in ferric oxidation state is not able to oxidize the hydrogen peroxide molecule:

$$\phi^o(\text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}) = +0.770\text{V}$$

$$\phi^o(\text{HO}_2^- + e^- + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2) = +1.500\text{V} - 0.059\text{pH}$$

Therefore, the Reaction 1 occurs backwards. We made the thorough literature review in searching the alternative explanation of mechanism of interaction between the ferric iron ion and the hydrogen peroxide molecule. In result, we found that there are enzymes in biological nature, which have the ferric protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) complex at their active sites and use the hydrogen peroxide during certain biochemical processes. Such enzymes are [7], for example, catalase EC1.11.1.6, horseradish peroxidase EC1.11.1.7, L-ascorbate peroxidase EC1.11.1.11, mushroom peroxigenase EC1.11.2.1, myeloperoxidase EC1.11.2.2. Their catalytic cycle is accepted [8] to include the generation of complex of oxoferryl(IV) with π-radical-cation of protoporphyrin IX:

$$\text{HPPIXFe}^{3+} \text{OOH} \rightarrow \text{HPPIX}[\text{FeO})^{4+}] + \text{HOH} \quad (4)$$

One can notice that mechanism is not simple and, most likely, stepwise because it includes a proton migration and two electrons transfer. With this, the source of second electron is a ligand surrounding of iron ion (PPIX). The oxoferryl (IV) cation is proposed to be an active intermediate-oxidant, which further oxidizes a second hydrogen peroxide molecule for catalase CAT [9]:

$$2\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CAT} \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \quad (5)$$

or oxidizes two phenolic substrates ArOH to phenoxy radicals ArO• for horseradish peroxidase HRP [7]:

$$2\text{ArOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{HRP} \rightarrow 2\text{ArO}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (6)$$

or oxidizes two L-ascorbate molecules C$_6$H$_7$O$_6$– to monodehydroascorbate radicals C$_6$H$_5$O$_6$• for corresponding enzyme EC1.11.1.11 [7]:

$$2\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{O}_6^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{EC1.11.1.11} \rightarrow 2\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{O}_6^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (7)$$

or oxidizes any organic substrate R to its oxyderivative RO for mushroom peroxigenase EC1.11.2.1 [7,10]:

$$\text{R} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{EC1.11.2.1} \rightarrow \text{RO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (8)$$

or oxidizes chloride to hypochlorite for myeloperoxidase MPO [11]:

$$\text{Cl}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{MPO} \rightarrow \text{ClO}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (9)$$

We adapted the Equation 8 for our reaction system. The xylenol orange molecule is a tertiary amine compound RN(CH$_2$COO)$_2$O$_2$. The nitrogen atom is the most likely target for oxidation. The N-oxide is generated:

$$\text{R(\text{OOCCH})$_2$N} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{R(\text{OOCCH})$_2$N}^+\text{O}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (10)$$

Further, we proposed the Cope elimination (Fig. 4). The rearrangements of Cope elimination products evidently result in the amavadin-like [12] ferric chelate with two N-oxyiminodiacetate ligands and the triphenylmethane derivative with two ortho-quinone methide fragments (Fig. 4). Quinone methides are highly reactive compounds, which are employed in organic synthesis as substrates and intermediates [13]. Although quinone methides are formally neutral molecules, the zwitter-ionic aromatic resonance structures are highly relevant, rendering these molecules highly polarized and thus reactive at those sites [13]. Hence, we proposed a further transformation of triphenylmethane derivative through its oligomerization by ortho-quinone methide fragments (Fig. 4). The degree of oligomerization cannot be precisely determined and, most likely, varies.

The substantiation of formation of amavadin-like ferric chelates and triphenylmethane oligomers (Fig. 4) is in very good agreement with $^1$H NMR-spectroscopy results (Fig. 3).
However, the mechanism of interaction between the ferric iron ion and the hydrogen peroxide molecule (Equation 10) remained unclear. It would be possible to adjust the conception of oxoferryl (IV) generation (Equation 4) with formation of nitrogen-centered radical-cation:

\[
\text{R} \quad \text{(OOCCH}_2\text{)}_2 \text{N}^+\text{Fe}^{3+}{_2}\text{O}_2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \quad \text{R}\quad \text{(OOCCH}_2\text{)}_2 \text{N}^+{[\text{FeO}]}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

However, in our opinion, such interpretation, at one side, is complicated by an idea of high-valent iron generation and ligand L oxidation and, on the other hand, if it is true it requires the detalization because of including a proton migration and two electrons transfer:

\[
\text{HOH} \quad \text{OFe} \rightarrow \text{HOFe} \rightarrow \text{HOFe} \rightarrow \text{HOFe}
\]

It should be noted that an idea of ligand surrounding oxidation is not suitable universally for all ferric hydrogen peroxide systems. For instance, it is not adjustable to simplest ones:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 & \xrightleftharpoons{\text{Fe}_2}\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 & \xrightleftharpoons{\text{FeCl}_2} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2
\end{align*}
\]

One can easily ensure that ferric oxide and ferric chloride catalyze a hydrogen peroxide disproportionation but it is unlikely an oxide or chloride ligand reversible oxidation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FeO}^+ & \rightarrow \text{FeO}^+ \quad \text{HO}^{-} \rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{O}^{-}\quad \text{HO}^{-} \rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{O}^{-}
\end{align*}
\]
proposed a participation of water molecule in proton transfer with intermediate generation of a hydronium cation (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. The proposed mechanism of hydrogen peroxide isomerization to oxywater](image)

In our opinion, the next step of hydrogen peroxide activation is an intramolecular disproportionation because of appearance of two opposite charges on neighboring oxygen atoms:

\[
\text{HO}^+ - \text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]  

(19)

This view is in accordance with the assumption of Sugimoto H. with colleagues [14], see Equation 17, and with an idea of oxywater dissociation into water and singlet oxygen atom [19].

We constructed the scheme of molecular orbital system for hydrogen peroxide molecule, further simulated a hydrogen peroxide zwitter-ionization with subsequent intramolecular disproportionation and confirmed a singlet quantum state of generated oxygen atom (Fig. 6).

Thus, we substantiated the next mechanism of xylenol orange N-oxidation:

\[
\begin{align*}
R & \quad \text{(-OOCCH}_2)_2 N^+ Fe^{3+} \quad \text{OH} \rightarrow \\
R & \quad \text{(-OOCCH}_2)_2 N^+ Fe^{3+} \quad \text{O} \text{H}_2 \rightarrow \\
R & \quad \text{(-OOCCH}_2)_2 N^+ \quad \text{O} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

(20)

\[
\begin{align*}
R & \quad \text{(-OOCCH}_2)_2 N^+ + \text{O}^2 \text{O} (or [\text{O}] \text{ see Fig. 6}) \rightarrow \\
R & \quad \text{(-OOCCH}_2)_2 N^+ - \text{O}^-
\end{align*}
\]

(21)

![Fig. 6. The modeling of hydrogen peroxide zwitter-ionization with subsequent oxywater intramolecular disproportionation](image)

The chelates of different organic ligands L with ferric iron ions was shown to be the catalysts of organic substrates X oxyfunctionalization by H$_2$O$_2$ [23-26] in accordance with next common equation:

\[
\text{X} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \quad \overset{\text{LFe}^{3+}}{\longrightarrow} \quad \text{XO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

(22)

Our results support the ability of Fe$^{3+}$/H$_2$O$_2$ systems to oxidize specifically the organic substrates but show that ligand L itself may be susceptible to oxidation that is L=X. At one side, the choice of non-oxi-
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dizable ligands is needed. On the other hand, it is possible to create chelates of ferric catalyst with an oxyfunctionalization substrate:

\[
X\text{Fe}^{3+} + H_2O_2 \rightarrow XO + \text{Fe}^{3+} + H_2O
\]  

(23)

CONCLUSION

The oxidation of ferric xylenol orange chelates by hydrogen peroxide is oxyfunctionalization reaction and not free radical chain destruction. The proposed mechanism includes steps such as \(N\)-oxidation, Cope elimination, and certain rearrangements with possible products oligomerization.

The \(N\)-oxidation occurs through the activation of hydrogen peroxide molecule on the ferric iron ion with generation of reactive oxygen species. The nature of intermediate-oxidant is widely accepted in literature to be an oxygen free radical with one unpaired electron (hydroperoxyl) or an iron in tetravalent oxidation state (oxoferryl (IV) cation). However, the extremely limited number of scientific publications is found to support an alternative conception of ferric iron interaction with hydrogen peroxide such as hydrogen peroxide zwitter-ionization with subsequent intramolecular disproportionation. We accepted this view and proposed the singlet oxygen atom as reactive oxygen species generated from a hydrogen peroxide molecule by ferric iron ion. This intermediate is most likely oxidant of tertiary nitrogen atoms of xylenol orange indicator.

An oxidation of any organic substrate by hydrogen peroxide in the presence of ferric catalyst is promising approach in organic synthesis for oxyfunctionalization. The usage of organic ligands for ferric iron ions as components of catalysts requires only nonoxidizable compounds. On the other hand, it is possible to create chelate complexes of ferric catalyst with an oxyfunctionalization substrate as a ligand.
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